Lesson 6 Tuesday 12th May:
Read the poem below and discuss what you like about
it. Then create a poster with all your favourite foods.
See if any of the foods you have chosen rhyme.

Not-So Fast Food
Burgers, pizzas, chicken wings.
Tacos, French fries, onion rings.
Ice cream, donuts, cookies, cakes.
Soda, chips, and chocolate shakes.
These are things I like to munch,
breakfast, dinner, snack and lunch.
Every meal I eat includes
more, and more, and more fast foods.
Yet with every meal I eat
I grow slower on my feet.
This is why I want to know
why does fast food make me slow?

Lesson 7 Wednesday 13th May:
Re-read the poem from yesterday and discuss the
foods you put on your poster. Work together (with a
sibling or parent) to create a poem from the fast
foods you have listed. You can use rhyming words, alliteration or onomatopoeia to make your poems effective
and exciting to read.

Lesson 8 Thursday 14th May:

Creating your own revolting recipe
On the topic of food, we are going to create our own
revolting recipe today.
Use an old container and go into your gardens, bathrooms and kitchens and add lots of revolting ingredients together.
To make tomorrow’s poem easier, you could write down
all the things you are adding together during the activity/afterwards.

Have a great time creating your revolting potions!

(It may help to look forward to Friday’s lesson to understand how the poem might turn out tomorrow)

Lesson 9 Friday 15th May:

HOT WRITE: Writing your revolting recipe into a
poem.
Have a go at writing your own poem involving the ingredients
you put into your revolting recipe. Here’s my poem, enjoy
writing yours!

Mud Cakes by Miss Adamson
A sprinkle of flour, sugar and worms,
Add a sneaky woodlouse, and lots of different germs.
Mix it with a pointy stick, for lumpy consistency,
Pour in some lumpy milk and clumps of mouldy bree.

Cook for just 2 minutes, so it’s raw in the middle,
Then get a handful of spiders, and give it a sprinkle.
Ice your cakes with gloop, just make sure that it’s
sour,
Now your mud cakes, are ready to devour!

